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01: The Workshop
Austrade is undertaking consultation to inform Australia’s next tourism strategy to 2030. A number of
workshops are being held across Australia to facilitate stakeholder input to the strategy. The objective of
each workshop is to engage directly with as many tourism operators as possible to enable their contribution
to the development of the strategy.
The workshop was held as an opportunity for participants to provide their input to the development of this
strategy by:


Articulating their aspirations for the Australian tourism industry in 2030



Identifying challenges, opportunities and game changers for the industry



Identifying focus areas that are important to their location (state/region)



Sharing their on-the-ground insights.

Through their participation in the workshop, participants were able to provide their views on Australia’s next
long-term tourism strategy.
This report contains the inputs generated through the workshop process.
Participants:
There were 16 participants in the workshop.
Workshop Structure:
The workshop was structured with five main sessions:



Visioning – what does the future of the tourism industry in Australia look like in 2030?
Narratives – capturing the stories that we tell about the industry now and its impact on people and
communities.



Challenges & Opportunities – identifying the challenges and opportunities for the tourism industry in
achieving a successful tourism industry in 2030.
Focus Areas – voting on the top five most critical areas of priority for participants.
Game changers – identifying the actions that would have the most positive impact on the industry
into the future.




The design of the workshop focused on eliciting ideas and contributions from participants and generating
input to the consultation process via real time online polling. This report is structured as per the workshop
sections.
The workshop ran for 2 hours, from 2pm – 4pm on Friday 15th November 2019 at Sharks Events Centre,
Southport on the Gold Coast, Queensland
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02: Visioning – “Into the future … 2030”
Q1: “How would you describe the successful Australian Tourism Industry of 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into ‘Poll Everywhere’ software via
their smartphones. The following are the inputs and the resulting word cloud. The word cloud shows words
used with higher frequency in a larger font size.

Word Cloud:

The top five responses were: experiences, sustainable, successful, indigenous and competitive.

Q2: “What is the one critical factor you believe will underpin your success in 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into Poll Everywhere software via their
smartphones. The following are the responses received.


Cooperation



Legislation



Product



Safety



Creativity



Investment



Recognition



Quality of service



Financial return



Service



Integrity



Triple bottom line



Return on investment



Strategic approach and measurement



Economics



Commission



Investment



Preparedness



Innovation



Innovation



Collaboration



Unique product and experiences



Innovation





Value

Australia defining its unique point of
difference
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03: Narratives
Story-telling is a powerful way to articulate not just facts and figures, but emotions, feelings, thoughts and
experience. As we look to 2030 the need to preserve the good in what we have, whilst expanding and
exploring further the opportunities presented, is key to ensuring that the baseline of the present is
understood and considered. In this activity, participants were paired up and asked to share, and document, a
story that conveyed the impact of the tourism industry on people and communities.

Situation




Winton, Western Queensland
Town a “Ghost Town”

Characters




Key locals
Councils

Actions





Opened the Waltzing Matilda Centre as Banjo Patterson’s book of the same name
was written in this town
Discovery of Dinosaur bones on private property. Owner now has largest collection
of dinosaur bones in the Southern Hemisphere
Movies and TV filmed in the area

Impact





Increase in visitation
Winton is now a “Tourist Town”
Tourism and film are main industries in region now

Situation



Quiet town of Selby, York, England

Characters



Celebrity bride and groom

Actions




Wedding at Selby Abbey
Reception at Castle Howard

Impact




Changed impact of tourism in the town
Chinese tourists requested tour companies to change their route to include Selby
Abbey and Castle Howard

Situation



Cultural training in hotel

Characters




Indigenous Community
Team members – listening to people that are teaching and informing us

Actions



Trained in Art, medicinal plants, games and instruments

Impact




Greater understanding
Proud to tell their story

Situation




Heart of city
Management requirements

Characters







SPA
Marketing authority
Community events
Stakeholder engagement
Council stakeholders – GCCC/Schoolies/GC600

Actions





Proactive assistance
Support to local businesses
Bringing people into the precinct

Impact






Positive economic impact
Positive media
Change and influence of demographics
Achievement to help growth and maintain the city
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Situation



Death at Dreamworld

Characters







Individuals and families
Operators/park/employees
Local community
Associated industry e.g. MovieWorld
National/international reputation

Actions




Death
Domestic market – community psyche by news cycle

Impact






Tourist theme parks suffered collectively – shift of focus to natural attributes
Famous for fun – Destination Gold Coast, Australia’s playground – led to growth
again in 2019
Marketing bodies shifted strategy to unique prop
Crisis – respond – mess up message

Situation



Winton, tourism 25 years ago, waltzing matilda

Characters




Key locals
Council

Actions




Uncovered dinosaur bones
Film industry

Impact





More revenue
Tourism town
Service local industry

Situation






6c 2018 RAP (Registered Aboriginal Party)
History of being underprivileged
Not integrated/low profile
Pride was not a priority

Characters




First nations people – more of the generation
Public – younger generation

Actions





RAP van
Role in all ceremonies/acknowledgements
New opportunity; Programs; Medical; artwork

Impact








increased pride/profile – awareness
character – places of significance become new
cultural sustainability
momentum for more
education
2020 – year of indigenous tourism

Situation



Byron Bay, over-tourism

Characters




Visitors
Local community

Actions





Cars and people everywhere
Difficult to move around
crowding

Impact






locals feel pushed out
poor visitor experience
crowd atmosphere
decide not to drive anywhere or need to select times to travel
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Situation





First long weekend of summer
Camping weekend away to Mt Warning
3 hr drive in traffic from Brisbane

Characters





Families
Friends
Other drivers, visitors

Actions





Frustration at traffic
Distraction – discussing when to leave/leave early to beat the traffic
Poor experience

Impact




Reconsider future travel choices, plans
Left a day earlier, enjoyed less of experience

Situation







Long history of being underprivileged
Challenges – economic, education, self-respect
Very small
Address century old inequities
Engineer social change

Characters



Native Americans

Actions



Introduced gaming licences into the reservations from the 70s/80s onwards

Impact










Much more opportunity
More affluent – positive impacts
Financial independence
Education
Protect their culture – sustainable
More pride
Negative – problem gambling
Greater competition for existing casinos

Situation




Local Australian farm-stay for tour groups
Increase income, culture sharing, improve farmers economic situation

Characters




Local famers
International tourists

Actions






Farm-stay activities
Innovate
Connecting farms with tourism industry
Hosting different people with different background culture

Impact



Improved outcomes for providers

















Unique rural and coastal community
Beautiful environment to visit
Sought after place for surfing
Local community feeling negatively impacted
Local businesses bought out by bigger brands/outfits
Tourists – visiting
Too many tourists and lots of visitors
House prices increased and locals displaced
There has been a big rise in second homes – can be a ghost town out of season
Sense of rich community is going
Need to manage visitor numbers
Need to maintain authenticity and local culture
Protect local community businesses needed
Visitors experience has changed – not so authentic/special (poor)
Traffic congestion

Situation

Characters

Actions

Impact
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04: Challenges & Opportunities
Participants were asked to individually brainstorm the challenges and opportunities that they foresee on the
journey to 2030. The responses have been grouped into common themes by the workshop facilitators. The
bullet points represent the actual comments entered by participants.

Challenges
Resilience – Risk Management
 Preparedness for crisis/shocks
 Geopolitical risks



Damage to natural resources




Workforce development and young
people
Information sharing to industry





Inadequate infrastructure
Lack of infrastructure
Time for creativity and innovation






Not wanting to change
Over-development
Over trading
Over tourism, us vs them finding that
balance (squeaky wheel)





New business needs support and $$$
Inflation and low interest rates
Overpriced and under quality



Ill-defined Australian tourism story

(3 responses)
Industry capability and Support



Know what you want to do
Developing the ability to absorb new
knowledge

(4 responses)
Infrastructure




Lack of research funding
Lack of infrastructure growth
Challenges attracting investment in aging
infrastructure

(6 responses)
Effect on communities/over tourism
 Over-tourism
 Social license
 Global demand exceeds local supply
capacity
 Over saturation
 Spend more, stay longer attract high
value clients
(9 responses)
Financial Constraints
 Commission going offshore
 Profitability
 Funding/money
 Rising costs e.g. rent
(7 responses)
Marketing
 Understand the media of the client
 Be deeply culturally aware of the clients
(4 responses)
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Technology and Connectedness
 IT
 Social media




New business models
Value for money destination





Staying unique, authentic, desirable
Understand your target client
Convert intention to travel




Terrorism
Protestors



Visas




Lack of service
Unfriendly/unhelpful



Lack of investment





Bush fires
Extreme weather
Flight shame – changing consumer
behaviour
Great barrier reef bleached

(4 responses)
Competitiveness
 Global competition
 Closer destinations/competition
 Changing consumer behaviours
(6 responses)
Safety
 Safety
 Political unrest
(4 responses)
Red Tape


Too much bureaucracy in tourism (2)

(3 responses)
Service Quality



Service
Social media

(4 responses)
Product development



New competition destinations
Innovation

(3 responses)
Macro impacts


Global financial crash

(3 responses)
Environmental sustainability
 Lack of focus on climate change
 Natural resources
 Environment
 Sustainable (2)
 Environment impact
 Not valuing the environment
(11 responses)
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Opportunities
Experiences





Unique flora and fauna – nowhere else
Increase of opportunities and offerings
New experiences and evolved
experiences for markets
Carbon neutral experiences






Better integrated experiences across
regions
New markets/unique products
Distinct cultural heritage
Indigenous tourism







New infrastructure
Improved travel infrastructure
Facilities
Rising energy costs
Electrification of transport





Technology
Innovation
Innovative industry




Research informed decision making
Increased awareness



Pride





Revenue
Growth
More people travelling

(8 responses)
Infrastructure







Develop strong project pipeline
Capitalize on big infrastructure spend
Infrastructure improvement
Space/land utilized
Build stake
Tourism infrastructure in key regions (e.g.
Gold Coast) infrastructure both hard and
soft

(11 responses)
Innovation and Technology





Increase of resources
Harness innovation
Innovation and support
Technology to assist experience (virtual
reality, augmented reality)

(7 responses)
Marketing



Collaboration
Extensive networks

(4 responses)
Aspiration


Improvement

(2 responses)
Growth and Source markets




Enormous potential from China
Many cities in China the population of
Australia
Unbelievable number of people with
money in China

(6 responses)
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Specialty Tourism




Target business/event travellers
Young people seeking careers that
combine work and travel
Specialty Tourism



Leveraging the expertise and
infrastructure in universities for tourism
development



Australia – The safe destination



Making it easy




Clearer voice – appreciation for the
industry
Greater quality of service – training etc.





The environment
Australia – clean and green
Quadruple bottom line




Easier access – visa/aviation services
Grow international market

(4 responses)
Profession


Employment

(1 responses)
Safety
 Safety
(2 responses)
Transport


Transportation

(2 responses)
Collaboration – Vision Partnerships



Smart tourism industry
Better collaboration

(4 responses)
Sustainability




Australia leading the world in sustainable
tourism
Sustainability
Clean green industry and brand

(6 responses)
Easy to get here




Globally
Economy
Accessibility for aging population

(5 responses)
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05: Focus Areas
Presented with a list of focus areas and priorities gleaned from recent national and state meetings,
discussions and reports on tourism, participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas via Poll
Everywhere. Their top four priorities were then the focus for a deep dive session.
(Please note: the focus areas presented to each participant evolved from work shop to work shop. Sydney
Work shop participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas from a particular list and then do a
‘deep dive’ into these five. Gold Coast Workshop participants were asked to vote for their top five focus
areas from another list and then to do a ‘deep dive’ into their top four priorities. For the Webinar, participants
were ask ed to vote for their top five focus areas from a different list.)
The priorities with the highest votes from the workshop were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Investment into quality infrastructure
Enhancing indigenous tourism
Environmental sustainability
Improve workforce productivity and professionalism

Poll Everywhere voting:

The prompting questions provided for each group, at each focus area were:


Describe this focus area
o

What does it mean to you?

o

What are its core elements?



What is important about it?



What impact does/can/will it have on the Tourism 2030 strategy?



Ideas / Opportunities / Issues / Risks
o





How can this focus area be improved, developed, expanded or mitigated and minimised?

Ownership / Advocacy
o

What is the role of Industry in this focus area?

o

What is the role of Government in this focus area?

Other: what else should be considered?
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Improve workforce productivity and professionalism


Tourism recognised as a valued career
-

Tourism introduced at school



Tipping to drive quality service



people don’t understand what quality service
means



awareness of cultural differences



quality service - skills



Attitude/state of mind (passion)



Training



Business capability – business model
innovation



Technology to increase productivity



Practice

remuneration and diversity



-



appropriate remuneration or other
incentives

-

balance

-

don’t agree

Quality service is seen as critical to the
success of tourism

Environmental Sustainability


Long term benefits
-

Understanding ROI and a positive option



Resilience and adaptation



Nature and environment experiences are key
assets



-

Guidelines

-

Accreditation



Government role to protect asset



Market failure

-

Over-tourism



Good information/advice

-

Dispersal

-

Efficient use of resources



Hybrid/electric vehicles



Renewable energy and decreased costs



Unique selling point – clean and green



Low carbon



New technology

Industry role
-

Custodians

-

Leadership in protection

Enhancing indigenous Tourism


Identity of country



Professionalism and “wow-factor”



Experiences



Mentoring



Economic growth



Market ready



Discovering our own soul



More visibility – not just for show



Unique feature



Authenticity



Opportunity and hope for the next generation





Walking the talk

Indigenous tourism body to coordinate
development



Indigenous owned and operated



Rules to stop fake souvenirs and art

- investment
- buy in
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Investment into quality infrastructure


Public transport



Roads

-

High quality – not cheap



G:Link – Gold Coast Light Rail

-

Fit for purpose



Facilities (e.g. Public amenities)

-

Practical and value for money



Sport arenas/event infrastructure

-



Airports in regional areas –
sustainable/feasible aviation

Whole community benefit and not just
tourists

-

Good planning and design



Strong pipeline of projects for future visitors

-



Infrastructure that keeps up with tourism
growth and meets demand

Coordinate public and private investment

-

Sustainable design

-

Innovative provides a point of difference
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06: Game Changers
Q: “What is the most important game changer for the industry to drive success to 2030?”
In groups, participants were asked to brainstorm their responses to the above question. The focus was on
identifying that one game changer, the “silver bullet” that would drive success to 2030. The game-changer
ideas were captured and are reported below.


Linked-in international visa (easier, faster & cheaper)



Superfast technology



Lowering real estate prices for business growth



Fast train – whole east coast of Australia



Tunnel to Tasmania and NZ



Las Vegas in the desert



Unite all Australians around benefits of tourism to contribute to and improve the visitor experience



Significantly stronger advocacy for tourism industry – less fragmentation



Safest and most sustainable destination in the world



Clear vision



Our own unique selling points



Fast electric bullet trains



New technology and innovation



Triple bottom line measurement
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07: Summary
The workshop was a demonstration of the valuable contribution that can be delivered in a few hours of
collaborative discussion and innovative thinking. Taking people out of their normal day to day activities, and
immersing them in the thought process of future thinking and enabling creativity.
There was a strong expression by participants of the need for environmental sustainability, maintaining and
upgrading infrastructure and enhancing the indigenous tourism industry. These were examined from the
perspective of both challenges and opportunities.
Sustainability, from an economic, environmental and social perspective, was a consistent theme throughout
a number of the activities and participant discussions.
Participants expressed a desire for development of unique experiences and speciality tourism, such as ecotourism, volun-tourism. The narrative exercise provided key insights into how local communities are
spearheading a push for a visitor economy and the opportunities for government and industry to support that
development. The group showed an interest in the concept of over-tourism and the impacts that can have on
a community. They also saw the need for providers to develop an understanding of the requirements of
source markets, especially those in Asia and India.
Overall participants were pleased to see consultation with local service providers as a positive step towards
producing an effective tourism strategy.
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